CHAPTER V
THE OCCUPATION OF BAPAUME. DISCORD IN THE
HIGH COMMAND

THE fighting of March 2nd brought the 2nd Australian
Division close enough to the R.1 line to have enabled I Anzac
to attack that line and Loupart Wood from the south-east.
Eut the I1 Corps, which was to attack them from the southwest, must still, before approaching R.1, drive the German
outposts from Irles and from Grhvillers Trench. At a conierence at G.H.Q. on March 2nd Gough stated that he would
deliver the main assault “about March 13th” and would
attack Bucquoy, the northern pivot of the withdrawal, about
the same date. It was notified that the aim of both operations
was to gain observation over the gradual down-slope towards
Arras, so as to co-operate
later with the Third Army’s
offensive. Haig, being apprehensive that the Germans
were withdrawing in order
to save enough divisions to
deliver a smashing counterstroke in Flanders, insisted
that the British also must
The German outpost-line is shows by
a broken whrtr h e .
withdraw every division that
could be spared through the slackening of strain during the
enemy’s retreat.
Gough decided to bring out the 1st Australian forthwith ; he would then have seven divisions-two
of them Australian-out of the line. The greater part of his
heavy artillery was shortly to be sent north for the Arras
offensive, and he was now informed that, if the Second Army
was attacked, he must furnish still more.
Accordingly, after thanking the Australian divisions “ for
the excellent work they have accomplished during the last
four days,” Gough withdrew the 1st-with the exception of
its artillery-for greatly needed training? Its front was taken
over by its neighbours, the 5th extending westward and the
2nd eastward.? The I Anzac front was therefore now held
1The Australian divisions had all been in the line, whereas a proportion of others
had been training.
* T o effect this, the and Division put its three brigades into the line each with
only one battalion in the front line, while the 5th held with two brigade;, each with
two battalions in the line.
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by these two divisions, their point of junction lying beyond
Thilloy, opposite the south-wesiern corner of Bapaume, whose
ramparts were less than a mile distant.
The Germans had
withdrawn to their R.1 line along the whole of the Fifth
Army’s front, their right having fallen back from Goinmecourt on the night of February 27th. Whether they would
remain in the R.1 line long enough for Gough to attack
them on March 13th was recognised as doubtful.
Almost
every day prisoners taken by the Fifth Army confirmed the
expectation of a further withdrawal by stagesla and, as the
British air-patrols observed that the successive defence-lines
as far as Cambrai were being hurriedly completed, it was
assumed that these marked the projected stages. Yet, except
for reported removals of dBp8ts in the back areas, there was
so f a r no actually visible evidence of withdrawal from any
part south of Le Transloy-that
is, from the front of the
Fourth Army and of the French. A few prisoners, largely
officers, stoutly affirmed that the manceuvre was only
local, and it is noteworthy that by this staunch affirmation
they succeeded for at least a week in keeping alive lingering
doubts whether the Germans would withdraw beyond
Bapaume.
A further withdrawal at least to the R.11 line, close in
front of Bapaume, was however, hourly expected. By orders
from Gough, all the Fifth Army’s front-line divisions were
enjoined to consider themselves advanced guards of their
several corps, stationary for the moment, but ready to follow
the enemy with due precaution as soon as he moved back.
The brigades in the line now held their front lightly, with
outpost companies in mutually supporting posts, patrols working in advance, strong supports stationed in rear, and the
remaining force disposed in depth back on the old Somme
battlefield.’
Meanwhile on March 3rd the bombardment of
the R.1 lines in front of Loupart Wood began, and the
Australian posts were pushed to within 300 yards of it with
orders to dig a trench from which to attack. But on the night
a A letter, written by a man of the ,5th Guayd Grenadier captured on March 3.
said: “ It is now our aim to bluff Tommy as much as possible and to get
gradualIy to the position where we intend to stay.” The date of the letter was
Feb. 2 5 .
‘They were accommodated largely in the old dugouts.
& I t s front trench was in that sector known,, to the British as “ Warlencmrt
Trench,” and the support trench known as the GrCvillers Line.”
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the 4th srlow fell heavily. The roads behind the I1 Corps
threatened to break down under the traffic of lorries carrying
heavy shells, and, although on the following night the I1 Corps
cleared the Germans froin west of Irles,B the main attack
tippeared likely to be further postponed.
On March 5th, however, there were observed along the
front clear signs that the Germans would at an early date
withdraw far beyond Bapaunie. Heavy plumes of smoke rose
from that town and the villages beyond it. Near VBlu, five
miles back, a dump on the light railway was burning. In front
of the Fourth Army and of the right of the Third smoke
clouds rose from the villages.'
The nest day was fine with
a keen gale, acd British airmen observed a greatly abnormal
number of railway trains moving eastwards and southwards
in the German back area. Smoke now rose in columns daily
from almost every village.
Yet the patrols of the 6th and
7th Brigades ( a i d Australian
Division), who moved nightly
along the wire of the R.1 line,
could only report that flares,
machine-gun fire, and sniping
shots came from it precisely as
usual. Such was the position
when, early on March Ioth,
the I1 Corps attacked with four
battalions* the German outpost in Gr6villers Trench.
The garrison of the 17th German Division, though a strong
one, was cowed by the bombardment, and ofiered practically
no resistance, 370 prisoners being taken.8 These and others
previously taken were positive that the R.1 line was to be held
Gf

-

.

' A t " Resurrection Trench," taken by two companies of the 8th Suffolk Regiment, 18th Division.
' T h e Fifth Army intelligence staff, however, next day noted that these fires
had not completely destroyed any village. and inferred that they meant the burning
of dumDs in the villares
'Of the and and 18th British Divisions.
' T h r 25th Battalion (2nd Australian Division) was t o have assisted the right
flank of the 2nd British Division in this attack by seizing CrCvillers Trench at its
junction with Malt.
Patrols found however that the German wire h3d not been
cut. and a t the last moment this 'subsidiar; assault was countermanded.
The
osition was instead bombarded with trench-mortars, and a n attempt was made to
Eomb up t o the end of Malt Trench. This effort being checked by a machine-gun.
a party of the 28th was sent round Into the British trenches to reinforce the
British right.
It had started bombarding the enemy with one of thelr own
mortars, and the Germans were waving a handkerchief in token of surrender, when
the party, much to its disappointment. was recalled.
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for some time. Preparations for the main attack upon it were
accordingly hurried on. The task of seizing Loupart Wood
itself was allotted to the I1 Corps, I Anzac being ordered to
assist by seizing 1,500 yards of R.1 and the south-eastern face
of the wood.
As the 2nd Australian Division had been
nearly six weeks in tlie line, it had been intended that the 4th
should be brought back and put in on a narrow front to carry
out this attack. But it was now thought that the enemy would
not seriously resist a powerful attack upon R.1, and, as the
leaders of the and Australian Division were deeply disappointed when the change was suggested,lo and their troops
were said to be keen, it was decided that this division should
stay in the line and, with the 2nd British Division on its left,
carry out the attack. General Sniyth decided to employ his
T o give it a short rest, it was to be re7th Brigade.’l
lieved on the night of March 12th by the 5th, the latter’s
sector, ininiediately south of the Bapaume road, being
“temporarily” taken over by the 8th Brigade of the 5th
Australian Division.
Although the trenches confronting the infantry appeared to
be strongly held, Gough’s intelligence staff received continuouc
evidence that withdrawal was imminent.
Only single guns
were firing from certain German battery positions; a group
o€ field-batteries at GrBvillers, after unusual activity on March
6th, was practically silent on the 7th ; nest day tlie guns which
fired on the Br:tish farther north were long-range pieces
shooting from a distance. The Fifth Army’s intelligence staff
warned all its corps that these and other signs probably meant
a withdrawal to the R.11 line within the nest few weeks, and
that there were indications that the Germans were working
to a time-table.
In spite of this warning, it was hoped that the Germans
would be caught in R.1 by Gougli’s attack, which was now
imminent. The entanglement opposite the Anzac front had
been bombarded for a week, but had not yet been cut when,
on March I I th-which, one diary notes, was the first beautiful
1 0 ‘ ‘ We
don’t want anybody elseasto do our lob,” said Gellibrand.
Colonel
got quite stuffy.” Smyt?. who on March 4
Bridges, according to one account,
had resumed command of the divicion, wrote that i t would be well able to unde:;
take the operation-in fact, the officers and men are most anxious to carry it out
Birdwood had on .Ahlarch 3 decided that, i f the attack did not take place by thr
r3th, the 4th Division should deliver it
The reserve battalion ( ~ 3 r d ) of the 6th would also take part.
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spring dayl*-the I1 Corps began its preparatory bombardment. The tearing up of the wire continued all that day.
At noon a fire began to burn in Grhvillers village. The day
was bright, and British aeroplanes took the opportunity to
patrol, but the enemy machines resisted with unwonted stubbornness, four British aeroplanes being brought down. That
night the infantry patrols going out after dark were fired on
from R.1 as u s ~ a 1 . l ~-4t 2.15 there occurred in the direction
of Loupart Wood a series of loud explosions lasting for
half-a-minute, and later another near Grhvillers.
During next day, March 12th, no change was observed.
The bombardment of R.1 continued, and additional orders for
the action were issued. But, as soon as dusk fell, an alteration in the conditions became obvious to the sentries of the
6th Australian Brigade (south of Gr6villers) and of the
7th (south of Loupart Wood).
The German lines were
abnormally silent, although flares were being thrown in great
numbers. As constantly happened throughout this period, the
first Australian leader to adopt vigorous action was Gellibrand
His suspicions had been aroused by the unusual activity of
an enemy battery during the day,14 and he had ordered the
21st Battalion to discover at dusk whether the Germans had
retired. The first patrol was fired on from R.1 and, hearing
voices there, reported that line still held; but, as the German
artillery was presently observed to be shelling it, Gellibrand
directed that it must be entered. A patrol under Lieutenant
Hardwick16 at 11.50 made its way through the entanglement
south of Grhvillers and found the enemy gone. At the same time
a patrol of the 28th Battalion (7th Brigade), which was being
relieved that night by the 1;th (5th Brigade), reported that it
had entered R.1 south of Loupart Wood and found it enipty
It was followed, of course, by many wintry and even snowy ones withm the
next month.
"Those of the 6th Brigade reported that the voices of the enemy in the Crevillers
Line could be heard, that the Germans were at work behind their wire-entanglement,
and that at one point they were, for some reason which was not evident, throwing
bombs from their trench.
%'The persistent shelling, during the morning, of his headquarters in a roadcutting at Le Sars gave him the impression that an enemy battery was firing off
its stock of ammunition prior to withdrawing
During the midday meal which he
and his staff always took in an exposed chamber at the top of the dugout.'thls shellfire was extremely noticeable. AffFr visiting the head-quarters of the 5th Brigade,
bombs had been fired into its front line, he
and learning that 2 5 0 " pineapple
ordered the l i s t Battalion to ascertain afler dark whether his suspicions were
justified.
Lieut. W. E. Hardwick. M.C.: zist Bn. Builder, of Leongatha, Vic ; b. Brecon,
Wales, i a March, 1885. Killed in action, 5 Oct., 1918.
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Conjecturing that he was on the heels of the retiring
Germans, Gellibrand had besought the headquarters of the
2nd Division for leave
to advance to R.I. in
force ; the suggestion
had been rejected, and
it was thus after midnight before the advance
was ordered. The outpost companies at once
moved up to the abandoned German line, and
pushed patrols ahead,
the reserve companies
at the same time coming
up to occupy the old
outpost positions. By
Dark arrows show the gmnts where R.I.
similar stages, caterh e was first entered.
pillar fashion, the 21st
continued to advance over the open plateau beyond R.1, the
patrols about day-break entering the half-ruined GrBvillersle
and the large quarry-hole, Fonds Bertin, west of it. By 11
o'clock the line of outposts had enclosed the village and lay
within 500 yards of the outworks of the next German Iinethe formidable R.11 Stellung, whose double trench crowned
the Bapaume heights incorporating the old ramparts of the
town.
No enemy had thus far been met, except one man left
behind with trench-feet ; but parties of Germans were still
withdrawing across the open north of GrBvillers. The 17th
Battalion (5th Brigade), after its relief of the 28th (7th
Brigade), moved straight forward, and during the morning
came up on the left of the 2Ist.
The I1 Corps, receiving
from the Australians news of the withdrawal, also pushed
forward.*? The Germans had not, however, abandoned their
R.1 line f roni Achiet-le-Petit, north-westwards, or from the
'OThe greater part of the church was then standing.
I t was finally destroyed
by the Germans, who heavlly shelled GrCvlllcrs all that day.
1'The troops on the flank of the and Australian Division wcrc, by an interesting
coincidence. the 6th Brigade of the and British Division. In this sudden advance
the Australians covered the ground beyond the boundary i ~ o w allotted to their
division. 'Ihis was adjusted later (see sotb 20. 01) 6. 119).
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Bapaume road, south-eastwards, where they still held both
lines and the switches connecting them. On the latter front
the 8th Australian Brigade, which was just taking over the
sector, probed Till Trench1s and found it strongly held. Far
on the other flank the 7th and 46th British Divisions attacking
Eucquoy on the night of the 13th were repulsed. The staff
of the Fifth Army rightly conjectured that it was the bombardment of the R.1 line on March 11th which had induced the
Germans to withdraw, earlier than they had planned, from
the part which the artillery was attacking.
T h e retirement t o the R.11 line was due to the Germans correctly
apprehending, from the bombardment, that an attack on a major scale
was now intended and imminent. Ludendorff was particularly anxious
to avoid such a n attack, but had till now been uncertain whether one
was intended.
The 17th Division, on which the attack of the I1
British Corps had on March I O fallen, had for some wceks been in
no condition to withstand further fighting. T h e R.l line afforded
little deep shelter from bombardment. and there was danger of this
division being overwhelmed before the great withdrawal had been
carried out.
Leave was accordingly given for the “ A ” (right)
group of the First German Army and the right o f “ B ” group (Guard
Reserve Corps)lQ to fall back on the R.11 line. This retirement was
hurriedly ordered, but in carrying it out the Germans were assisted
by the fact that, after dusk on the I i t h , when their artillery teams
were crowded on to the Loupart Plateau to withdraw the guns, the
bombardment which had been raging all day suddenly stopped. They
were thus able even to take away from a forward position one of their
field-guns which had been secretly placed there as protection against
tanks.
The infantry garrison withdrew a t I a.m. on the 12th and
moved off to rest billets, passing through the support battalions which
since midnight had been occupying with a full garrison the R.11 line;
but the guns were still to keep their barrage-line in front of R.1,
which. t o deceive the British, was occupied by posts supplied with
“ large quantities of
flare-ammunition ” and ordered t o stay there,
“if possible,” during March 12. The Germans in R.11 were delighted
by the sight of their opponents’ shells bursting throughout March 12
on the old trench-line, now held only by the flare-parties. According
to German accounts, on the night of the 12th the British advanced
“ t o attack,” and the outposts then gave way as ordered.
T h e R.1
line was not, however, given u p on the height where it crossed the
Bapaume road, outposts of the 1st Guard Reserve and 5th Guard
Grenadier Regiments being specially directed to hold this position.

The days following this withdrawal were, on the I Anzac
front, occupied by constant efforts to ensure that any signs
of the imminence of a further retirement should be iminediatelv discovered and acted upon.
The 5th Division in the
~~

\\‘ith the assistance of men of the outgoing 5th Brigade (Ice p 1 1 5 ) .
“ T h e two divisions affected near the I Anzac front were the ‘7th fnf “ A ”
B ”), partly
opposite I Anzac.
I*

group), opposite the 11 British Corps, and the 1st Guard Reserve (of
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southern sector was still largely involved in the muddy conditions of the old battlefield, but the country in which the 2nd
Division now worked was almost entirely green, and, though
some of the newly-won trenches were in parts waterlogged
and the troops had received no rest, the distresses of life in
the mud had one by one been cast off like oppressive garments,
until men and officers had not merely recovered from the
depression of the winter, but were in abnormally high spirits.
The 5th and 6th Brigades rapidly advanced some of their
posts to within 300 yards of the R.11 line north-west of
Bapaume, while patrols of the 6th Brigade and 5th Division
constantly endeavoured to force an entry into the part of R.1
(Till-Atom-Meteor Trench) to which the enemy still clung
south-west and south of the town.
Immediately the abandonment of the line near Gr6villers
had been discovered, Gellibrand had put in his 24th Battalion
to establish posts immediately north of the main road, while
the 21st swept farther to the left around the village.
His
leadership was produciiig a particularly active and determined
type of junior officer, and these and their men were resolved
not again to be accused of the slowness with which he had
taxed them in the first phase of the withdrawal. O n the night
of March 13th the front was readjusted,20 the 24th Battalion
becoming responsible for the whole front of its brigade.
Frobing with exceptional vigour,21 its patrols thrust along
R.1 beyond their brigade’s
proper boundary, probing
close to Bapaume, where
they found the enemy
holding that line in
strength and lost men by
his fire. The 8th Brigade
was then invited to come
into R.1 through the 6th
and to continue the thrust,
which it did, first stationing
~

4 The Australian boundary was shifted slightly soutbwards. the 6th Brltlsh
Brigade taking over the posts of the 17th Battallon (5th Australian Brigade), ana
the 17th taking over those of the nist Battalion (6th Australlan Brigade) in Grevillers. leavina the path (6th Brigade) responsible for the line between Grevlllers
and the niarnBapaume road
51 In the records of the 24th. the patrolllng by Lieuts. T. C. Seabrook. G . D.
Pollington, J. A. Granter. and G R Barclay I# particularly nientloned
(Seabrook
belonaed to Ivanhoe. Vic.; Pollington to Dumosa, Vic.; Granter to Elwood, vic.;
Barcfay to Croxton,. Vie.).
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posts to connect with the “ Brickfield ” farther back, and
on the following night it advanced almost to the short
“ switch”22 connecting
R.1 with R.11. From that point
southwards, however, the R.1 line, though bombarded during
the afternoon of the 14th, was too stoutly held for penetration
by
Conjectures as to the German intentions were confirmed
on March 13th by the discovery, apparently in a dugout in
Loupart Wood,2’ of two copies of orders of the 1st Guard
Reserve Division.
One, dated March I Ith, contained instructions for the withdrawal of March 11th from R.I. More
important was the other, an earlier order of March 5thz5
laying down the procedure of the main retreat to the Hindenburg Line. This showed that it had been intended to carry
out the whole retreat from the R.1 line to the Hindenburg
Line in two main stages.
O n the “first marching day’
(which would follow the thirty-fifth day of preparation) the
resting battalions of each regiment would be withdrawn to
Canibrai, but the front line (R.1) would still be held till the
evening, the support battalions having meanwhile concentrated
in R.111 (the “ Beugny-Ytres Line,” three miles beyond
BapaumeZB). After dark-at 9 o’clock-the garrison of R.1
would withdraw in rear of R.111, but the forward lines would
still be occupied, R.11 (in that division’s sector) by a small
picked rear-guard of about 500 men, 12 machine-guns, and 6
field-guns per division, and R.1 by flare-parties from this
rear-guard. All next day and the following night the rearguard was to deceive its enemy, or delay him if he pressed.
But early on the third marching day the whole of these troops
would retire through another division (called, in the order,
the “ Siegfried ” Division) ,27 which would then have been
Near an outlying “ factory.”
” A party of the 3 ~ s tBattalion also attempted to get into Till Trench from the
front by bombing up Tongue Trench,” but five of its eight men were hit. Several
other frontal attempts in the same sector were repulsed.
Previously a headquarters of one of the battalions of the 64th R.I.R.
Y I t was translated and circulated by the British staff some hours after the other.
Possibly it was discovered later.
Y I t is now known that the support battalions, rather than freshly rested bat.
talions were put into this line for two reasons: first, it was desired to avoid
congesiion and the sending away of the rested units cleared the area. second, it
was though that fresh troops might be tempted to hold on to this line’too long!
L’It was afterwards found that this merely meant the division holding the
The two divisions of the
Siegfried (Hindenburg) Line behinj the retiring ;:oops.
Guard Reserve Corps were to be squeezed out
by the retirement on the third
marching day. The captured order applied to them alone.
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brought up to hold the R.111 line. and-with
outposts-the
area in front of it.28
The British staff, correctly assuming that this order was
genuine, was thus confirmed in its belief that the enemy’s
retirement would go as deep as the Hindenburg Line. Confirmation would in any case have been received immediately
afterwards, inasmuch as on the night of March 13th he began
to withdraw from parts of the Fourth Army’s front and from
his whole salient from Damery to Passel, facing the French.
?he method of the main withdrawal was now known from the
captured order ; but the use that could be made of this knowledge depended chiefly upon the solution of the question
-which
was the “first marching d a y ” ? From a clue
contained in one paragraph,28 it must be after March 11th.
1he withdrawal from Loupart Wood had obviously not been
contemplated in the main
and it was evident that orders
had since been issued modifying that plan-to what. extent,
was not known. Haig’s intelligence staff, however, believed
that the withdrawal from R.1 had occurred not more than
twenty-four hours before the “ first marching day,’’ wllich
would thus be the 12th or 13th. If this conjecture was right,
and if no vital alteration of plan had since been made, then,
at the time when the order was translated, the final withdrawal
must be already in progress, and the front line (R.11) would
now be held only by the rear-guard, which would be due to
retire at 4 a.m. on the 14th or 15th, its artillery having gone
an hour earlier.
On the 14th arrived reports that the enemy near Bihucourt
(north of Bapaume) had been observed setting fire to some
small dumps, and that his garrison appeared to be purposely
exposing itself to view ; that afternoon the Australians
ubserved what they took to be German shells bursting in
s The reader should bear in mind that these arrangements were afterwards altered.
They are only important as being information which reached the British.
= T h e rear-guard was to assemble in the village of Morchies before noon on the
Ioth, and was subsequently to take up its position in the R.11 line on the day preceding the first marching day
10 The order for it conflicted with that of March 5 in many respects: for example
it directed the garrison of the R I line to withdraw fro,? that position at I a.m:
(on the Izth), leaving detachments of its own troops
with large quantities of
flares” to deceive their enemy. The R.1 garrison would retire through the support
battalions, then holding the R.11 line, and would in turn become the supports. lying
in the villages of Beugnatre and Favreuil close behind the R.11 line; the previous
support battalions would then be holding the new front line ( R 11) and the outpost positions between GrCviIIers and Bapaume.
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Bapaunie?l and the Fourth Army detected the previous night’s
withdrawal from Pierre St. Vaast Wood.32 That night all
along the I Anzac front patrols made determined attempts to
discover if the German garrison had been replaced by a
skeleton r e a r - g ~ a r d . ~
On
~ the I 5th General Gough-probably
impelled by the discovered orders-directed that the cavalry of
the corps should be warned to prepare for advance, and that
the retirement, if it ~ c c u r r e d must
, ~ ~ be closely followed by
small columns of horse, foot, and guns.86
In the meantime, in case the Germans held R.11 long
enough to permit the British artillery to move up and cut the
wire, Gough had on March 14th issued orders for a projected
offensive with somewhat altered objectives-Achiet-le-Petit and
the R.11 line north of Bapaume.56 The main task would now
fall on the I1 Corps, I Anzac having merely to protect the
right flank and to probe with patrols the R.11 line on either
side of Bapaume. To render possible the attack and to assist
the patrolling, the artillery was to cut the entanglements by
which R.11 was thickly protected.
To harass the enemy if
retiring, the guns of the Fourth and Fifth Armies nightly
shelled important crossroads and tracks behind the German
lines ; but strong Australian patrols which pushed out everywhere on the night of the 15th found the enemy esceptionally
alert, with ample machine-guns.
The patrols of the 15th
Brigade alone had eleven men hit.s7 Directly in front of
Bapaume, an enemy bombing party in the early morning
attacked a post of the 31st (8th Brigade).
The patrols of
that battalion heard German waggons coming, as usual, towards
-~
(1 Possibly the Germans were h l o u h g u p houses or stores.
*’The Germans were seen to shell the wood, and patrols of the British Guards
Division afterwards found that a local retirement had begun
35 It was expressly ordered by Birdwood that the R.I. line (Till Trench) i n front
of the 5th Australian Division was not to be occupied until its flanks had been
seized, and that the capture of these was to be effected, if possible, by driving the
enemy from the trenches by artillery-fire.
”According t o German records, the Guard Reserve Corps this day ordered its
artillery to preserve silence in order to tempt their opponents to imprudence. I t
is claimed that opposite Bihucourt two companies of British infantry were thus
induced to advance without artillery preparation against the R I I line. T h e artillery of the Guard Reserve Corps and 17th Division then fired two short “crashes,”
which were believed to have caused much loss
A study of the available British
records makes it apparent that the strength of the British attack and the loss
suffered are greatly overestimated.
” I t was suggested that each should consist of a battalion of infantry, a squadron
of cavalry, and a battery of field-artillery.
‘8 Renewal of the attack on Bucquoy was postponed.
37An active leader, Lance-Corporal B J. Saltau (of Warrnamhool, Vic.) was
killed.
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the line, but observed that the drivers were shouting and
making unnecessary noise, apparently to induce the belief that
no retirement was in progress.
Nowhere did the belief abate that a retirement was
imminent. A carefully reasoned circular3* of the 2nd Australian Division suggested that " first marching day " was
March 15th; this would mean that the German line on the
16th was held only by the rear-guard, which would withdraw
at 4 a.m. on the r p h , its artillery retiring at 3. T o Gellibrand, who for three weeks had been aching to dislocate the
er.emy movement by action at some critical moment, it seemed
intolerable that this opportunity should be missed. H e and
his colleague of the 5th Brigade, Brigadier-General R. Smith,3Q
laid their heads together and drew up-and
sent on to divisional headquarters-an
order for a siniiiltaneous attack on
the German line by their two brigades at 3 a.m. on the 17th.
Throughout the 16th signs were conflicting.
l h e German
sniping was in all parts noticeably keen, but during the afternoon an aeroplane of the 3rd British Squadron which flew
Over R.1 (Till Trench) in front of the 5th Division reported
that, instead of the hail of machine-gun and rifle-fire usually
turned upon probing pilots, only a single shot was fired at it
near Grdvillers.
Yet, after dusk, when for the third night
in succession strong special patrols of the 5th Australian
Division reached the wire of that trench,40 they were met, 2s
normally, by bombs and machine-gun fire. Patrols sent out
at 9 o'clock by order of end Divisional Headquarters brought
in similar reports, and, although Gellibrand urged that the
machine-gun fire had decreased, General Smyth, a singularly
level-headed commander, disallowed the order for the attack,
and directed the brigadiers to proceed with the usual patrolling. The reserves which they had moved up for the
o~eration'~
were sent back.
The patrols of the 5th and 6th Brigades observed " a good
deal of movement " in the German line early in the night;
machine-gun fire was rapid, and 145 flares went up in I O j
*I Signed by Captain W. P. hIacCallum.
'OFormerly one of his own trusted battalion commanders Smith had commanded
the zznd Battalion at Pozikres
"This time artillery officers \\ere to be attached, and certain batteries told off
to suppress enemy machine-guns, if located.
In the 5th Brigade. it was to have heen undertaken by the 18th Battnlion, from
reserve; in the 6th. by the ~ 3 r d .then holding the line.
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minute^.'^ At 3.45, however, the flares lessened to one in
four minutes, and the firing to a few sniping shots. On this
being reported to him at 4.30 a.m., Captain Scott, acting in
command of the 19th Battalion (5th Brigade), ordered out
two officers’ patrol^,'^ to thrust through the German wire and
teport; these left at 5, and at 5.45 their reports, that the
trenches
were
empty, were received. By 6.15
the two frontline conipanies4‘
were advancing,
and by 7 o’clock
were
through
R.11 and entering Biefvillers.
Eight Germans
under a mounted
leader were presently seen retiring
across
country half -amile distant, and shots were fired at them, apparently causing
casualties.
The 23rd Battalion (6th Brigade) was only a
few minutes later. By 7.45 its troops were in Avesnes, the
northern suburb of Bapaume. The Germans there had gone.
In the 5th Division the discovery had been made a little
earlier. Men of its most southerly battalion, the 53rd (14th
Brigade), entered “ Heaven Trench,” an advanced portion of
the R.1 defences north-west of Le Transloy, at 4.17, just as
an enemy party was leaving it. Patrols of a sister battalion,
the 54th, reported R.1 (Atom Trench) still held at 5 a.m.,
but the battalion was in possession of it by 7.45. In the 15th
U I n the 19th Bn. Captain H B. Taylor (of Longueville, N.S.W.) had observers
counting the flares throughout the night, and also watching the polnts from which
machine-guns fired.
It was observed that both the Aares and the apparent machinegun positions grew fewer a s the night advanced.
I t was also noticed that, when
the Germans saw a patrol, they blew four blasts of a whlstle. and a machine-gun
in the yghbourhoocl,then opened fire. Flares with a strange red glow were hghtcd
a t the
Monument
(known, from the captured order, to be headquarters of the
rear party of the 64th R.I.R.) and were answered by a similar flare elsewhere.
At 3 20 and 3.50 explosions and fires broke out.
a Under Lieuts. F. 0 Robinson (of Manly, N.S W.) and D. H. Avard (of East
blaitland, N.S.W.; killed in action on 3 May, 1 9 1 7 ) .
Under Captain H. B. Taylor and Captain G. L. Sadler (of Hutstvdle. N.S.W.).
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Brigade the left battalion (58th) reported signs of evacuation
at 5.15 a.m., and had troops in R.1 (Till Trench) by 6 a.m.;
those of the right battalion (57th) were there by 6.45.
Opposite Bapaume lay the 8th Brigade; its 30th (New
South Wales) Battalion had at midnight relieved the 31st
(Queensland and Victoria), on which the strain of preserving
contact with the enemy had fallen h e a ~ i l y . ' ~A warning had
been received to keep close touch, as the withdrawal seemed
imminent ; the enemy was then firing machine-guns and
throwing many flares, and the patrols reported the line held,
but not, they thought, in strength. At 3.40 a small attack
was ordered on the left against the German barricade in the
switch between R.1 and R.11. After the Stokes mortars had
fired a dozen rounds, a small party4g bombed 150 yards up the
trench, but found it empty, though some of the flare cartridges
in it were still hot. At 4.30 the party halted and built a
bhxicade. Till this hour German machine-guns were especially active, ripping the earth off the Australian parapets, but
shortly afterwards a patrol on the right, under Corporal J. H.
King,47 entered R.1 (Till). Learning of this about 6 o'clock,
Lieutenant-Colonel Clark ordered a general advance, but, on
being reminded of the activity of the machine-guns, agreed to
send forward patrols first. They went out at 6.30, and found
the enemy gone. The three front-line companies of the 30th
then advanced in artillery formation, still preceded by their
scouts, over the I,ZOO yards of open crest intervening between
them and the old town.
Its high ramparts and deep moat,
now grown with grass and trees, appeared a formidable
obstacle if any rear party had held them, but they were silent,
and Lieutenant White'" of the centre company, racing one of
his N.C.O's, was the first to enter Bapautne.
Shortly after
7.15 the left and centre companies had reached the main
This hattalion had pressed the Germans back to the switch (near the " Factory "
between R.1 and R.11, immediately in front of Bapaume), but there the resistance
became most stubborn.
M O f Captain Cheeseman's company. The party included Captain T. C. Barhour.
Sergeant A. H. McL. Forbes, and Corporal D. Smith. Smith worked in the open
Barbour to hlel.
beside the trench.
(Cheeseman belonged to Newcastle N.S.W
bourne; Forbes to Wallsend, N S.W.; Smith to Glebe'Pomt. N:S.W.)
'7 Of the right company, commanded by Lieut. J. C. Rickard-of Ryde. N S W.
[Lieut J H. Kin
30th Bn. Theological student-Chairman
of the Cmsrega.
tional Union of N k W . , 1 9 3 1 / 3 a . Of Croydon, N.S.W.; h. Warren, NS.W., a1
May, 1889.1
"Capt. A. C White M.C.. 30th Ba
Medical student, of Auburn, N . S W.;
b. Kogarah, N S W , a; June: 1894.
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PCronne road running along the heights through the town.
At its junction with the high road to Cambrai was a huge
crater, recently blown, which they occupied. A large proportion of the houses had evidently been blown down by the
Germans in the last few days,49 and many were burning, the
smoke rendering it difficult to see down the streets.
Captain Barbour of the left company, keeping his main
body in the Rue de PCronne, again sent forward patrols. One
moved swiftly through the north of the townPo where touch
was quickly gained in the same street with an officer of
Gellibrand’s brigade.61 It was reported that other patrols
were shot at from houses, but at 10.30 a.m. Captain
Cheeseman6’ ordered an advance through the town. The
lingering enemy posts were dislodged by moving men down
other streets.
As Cheeseman’s company emerged into the
green intact country beyond,
these Germans, who had well
carried out their work, were
seen scampering across the
open; they were fired on, and
sent to ground. With intense
exhilaration the leading platoons
broke into skirmishing order
and, for the first time advancing
as in open warfare, reached their allotted position 700 yards
beyond Bapaume. The fringe of Germans retired before
them. Far in the distance other bodies of troops and transport were seen slowly disappearing to the east.
I t is convenient here to lift the veil from a few vital facts of which
the British were unaware throughout these operations.
First, the
German w i t h d r a y 1 had been intended to begin on March 16. This
was fixed as the first marching day,” and, as things turned out, was
the date on which the main movement and the final demolitions were
begun. The retirement in front of the Fifth Army on February 2.3,
like that ,!ram L o y a r t Wood on March I I , formed no part of the
original Alberich plan.
The intention had been to hold the
“ w i n t e r ” lines3 right up to the first marching day, while the country
4eSee Vol S I I . plates 294-7.
80 One of Its members, Pte. R. N. French (of Merriwa, N S W.), was shot dead
on the Vaulx-Vrsucourt road, belond Bapaume.
Lieut C. D. Fethers. hi C : agrd Bn. Bank manager; of Elsternwick, Vic.;
b. filalvern. V i c . 20 May. 1887.
”Lieut -Col W. J R Cheeseman. D.S.0 1I.C. Commanded 53rd Bn.. 1917/18.
Business manager, of Newcastle, N S.W.; b. Newcastle, ra Jan., 1894. Died.
2 3 April, 1938.
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behind was being cleared of useful material and the Hindenburg Line
hurried to completion, and then to retire in one movement-not,
as
the British staff was led t o believe, in a series of gradual stages.”‘
The successive defence lines were for use in that single movement, or
in emergency. Ludendorff, though fairly certain that neither Russia
nor Italy would strike before the German Army had completed Its
readjustment, and though, from mid-February, well-informed as to the
French intentions, was in constant apprehension of an offensive a t the
crucial point, on the Somme, where the Allies had the ‘yecessary
artillery and material crowded ready for action a t any time.
Fighting
with ,,the British had never quite come to a standstill,” he writes;
and the situation . . . was so tense that we had to be prepared
f c r an earlier attack.”
Although the laying bare of the fifteenkilometre zone was a measure of high military importance. Ludendorff
was prepared to forgo it and carry out an earlier withdrawal rather
than suffer an early offensive in that region.
By making two preliminary withdrawals in the crater-field before
Bapaume, the Crown Prince Rupprecht almost certainly averted the
These
need for a premature retirement to the Hindenburg Line.
earlier withdrawals were forced upon Prince Rupprecht by the fact
that part of his troops had reached the limit of their endurance. The
divisions opposed to the Fifth British,, Army had received little rest
Those of Group B,”88 controlled by the Guard
during the winter.
Reserve Corps, had a t the end of January all been in the line for at
least six weeks, the two Guard divisions actually for twelve and
thirteen.80 Each had been holding the front with all three regiments
in line, a system which during the worst of the winter had only berii
rendered possible by the loan of the three regiments of the 2nd
Marine Division and one from the 223rd.87 But about January 18
these regiments and, a t the end of the month, the 214th Division, were
withdrawn.68
The holding of the line with a reduced,‘garrison had
been facilitated by a minor withdrawal t o a so-called winter line,”
involving the abandonment of small salients north of Gueudecourt
and west of Le Transloy. The movement, though long contemplated,
had in the end been carried out hastily, on January 27, a f t e r the
successful attack by the British 29th Division near Le Transloy; and
a much wider No-Man’s Land had thus been left, in certain parts,
between the German and the British lines.59
The German coros
“ T h e time to be taken by this movement depended on the distance the Germans
North of the Somme it would OCCUPY only one day. In front of the
had to
Fourth ritish Army, it would occupy two; in front of the French, three.
M In January 1 9 1 7 these were the 1st Guard Reserve, 4th Guard, arqth, and
4th Ersatz Divisions.
56 The 4th Guard Division had gone into the line on Oct. 30. and the 1st Guard
Reserve Division on Nov. 6.
6’Each division was thus given an extra regiment.
The divisions split them up
and allotted to each of their own regiments an extra battalion; each regiment was
thus able to hold its front with one battalion in the firing line, a second in support,
and a third in reserve; the fourth was sent to a back area for rest and training.
Its sector was taken over by the 4th Guard and 4th Ersatz Divisions, each
extendin their inner flank.
Each of the three divisions then remaining still
eontrivedg to keep one battalion resting at Cambrai.
6eThe Guard Reserve Corps, following the policy to which in general, it stoutly
As long hefore
adhered, had been stubbornly opposed to the giving up of any’line.
as Nov 3. its predecessor had been asked to select a more safe and comfortable line
for holding during the winter.
The army staff had, for example suggested that
the Butte of Warlencourt and the neighbouring quzrry should be ev’acuated. but the
~
positions that
1st Guard Reserve Division had pressed so strongly for k e e p ~ nthese
the Guard Reserve Corps was eventually allowed to retain most of its line and

g.
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commander had next, on February I , been asked which of his divisions
most needed relief. In reply, he had indicated both Guard divisions.
Nothing further, however, had been done in the matter, when, on
February 7, the preliminary order for the great retirement reached
“ B ” Group Headquarters-and
with it all hope of early rest vanished.
There could be no thought of divisional reliefs, it was intimated, until
the plan of withdrawal had been carried through.
Th:, preparations wF;e t o begin on February 9, and-though the
actual marching days were not yet determined-would
last about
five weeks, by which time the Hindenburg Line must be ready for
occupation. I t was laid down as a matter of the greatest importance
that the existing front line should be held until the Siegfried Line was
ready.
T h e first preparatory movements in the rear area had begun on
February g,@J the artillery workshops, till then established in the
village of Hermies, nine miles east of Bapaume, being withdrawn
behind the new line. But at the end of the first week of preparation
an event had occurred which rendered precarious the German tenure
of the line near the Ancre.
This was the attack by the I1 British
Corps on February I7 against the 17th German Division south-west
of Pys. Only a fortnight before the TI Corps had seized the German
line overlooking Grandcourt,61 and forced the abandonment of that
village and a readjustment of the German front. Although the
Germans were (as already stated) forewarned of the second attack,
and tried to parry with counter-measures, its effect was far-reaching.
The 17th and 18th German Divisions could stand no more pressure,
and-in view of the intimation that no divisions could be spared for
relief s-the
army commander02 and Crown Prince Rupprecht were
forced to consider a withdrawal of this part of their front t o the
R.1 line. T h e Guard Reserve Corps-the morale of whose troops
was high-fought
tooth and nail against this proposal.
Its staff
rightly judged that no big operation was imminent on its front.63
A heavy bombardment on February 8 had caused considerable damage
to its trenches, batteries, and ammunition dumps, but this portended
only local attacks on T h e Maze and Stormy Trench. T h e voluntary
nierely evacuate a few salients. Corps headquarters informed the army staff that
the ‘‘ winter line ” would be ready for occupation by Jan. 2 0 , but this was not the
case, and the date for its occupation was therefore postponed to Feb. I
O n Jan.
27, however the 29th Division’s attack took place, with the result that the Germans
hurried on ’the occupation of the winter line that night, and withdrew their old
line of forward posts. This explains why Finch and Orion Trenches were found
vacant by patrols of the 5th Australian Division, which was to have attacked them
on Feb. j; and why. about Feh. 7, patrols of the lath Brigade discovered the area
adloining Fritz’s Folly to have been abandoned by the enemy.
OOThe first of the days of preparation (known in the order a s “ A ” days).
The 35th would thus be March 15
61Tbis attack had been carried out by the Hawke and H o d Battalions 63rd
Division (Royal Naval Division).
Their losses were considerable, amounhng to
nearly 700.
“General Fritz von Below.
a I t is true that some officers held that there were signs of a coming attack. T h e
author of the History o the 1st Guard Reserve F.A. Regiment remarks, ainong
other points, that the r a i l by the 15th (Scottish) Division on the Butte and Quarry
and the a pearance on that front of the 1st and and Australian Divisions (“who;
the Britisg were glad to employ, as the French did their negroes, in diffic$t. a n i
cost1 enterprises ”), were signs of the imminence of a n attack. The second sign
is aTmost certainly a n after-thought, and the comment a piece of post-war propaganda. T h e two Australian divisions were shock troops, and were used a s such.
but they were certainly not more so than the 15th (Scottish) Division, whose plac;
they took. and their movement on this occasion was unrelated to any cornrng ~ f f ~ n s l ~ e .
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abandonment of the front line would dislocate the artillery and dispirit the troops, who, if they became aware that their occupation of
the new line (R.1) was to be only temporary, might lose the determination to defend it to the utmost.
If the British discovered this
weakness, they might be tempted to attack on a large scale. Finally,
the Guard divisions were capable of holding their present line-why
should not the 17th and 18th do so?
The army commander saw the force of these con’entions, but
realised that the 17th and 18th Divisions simply could not hold. AS
an alternative to withdrawal, an appeal was made to the higher command for troops to infuse among them, but, on this being refused,
the withdrawal to R.1 was on February 19 ordered.

Such were the reasons for the first retirement.
It was
forced on the enemy by the fact that his front-line troops were
weakening under Haig’s battering on the Somme,’” and its
only connection with the greater withdrawal which was to
begin three weeks later lay in the fact that, if the larger movement had not been in preparation, the enemy, instead of
abandoning the line, might have devoted part of his scanty
reserve to holding it. The most important effect of the premature withdrawal-an effect apparently not realised by the
German leaders-was that it destroyed the secrecy of their intentions. In its very first stage, German prisoners gave ample
information of at least the outlines of the “Alberich” plan.
The only events which caused anxiety to the German staff after
the first premature withdrawal were the two successful assaults-after
full artillery preparation-on Malt Trench (March 2) and GrCvillers
Trench (March IO), and the evident preparations for a third and
more powerful ‘* full dress ” attack upon the R.1 line at Loupart Wood.
But on hfarch 1 1 , when the bombardment for this third operation
began to fall, there remained only six days before the final withdrawal
of the whole front between Arras and the Aisne.
In deciding to
avoid the impending attack by falling back from R.I. (Loupart Wood)
to R.11 (Bapaume), the German command was well awar;: that in sz
short a time it was impossible for the British to stage a full dress
attack against the well-wired trenches of the Bapaume line. Consequently both Crown Prince Rupprecht and the staff of the Guard
Reserve Corps record that, from the moment of the retirement of
March 1 1 , they had no further fear for the success of the whole
operation.
The Germans were unaware of the extent to which the British
had discovered their plans, but they noted that the British appeared
to be well-informed, and German officers were accordingly warned to
maintain the utmost secrecy. The documents captured by the British
in Loupart Wood were not as valuable as was assumed by the British
at the time.
The most important of them-the German order of
March 5-had been cancelled on March 8 ; and the altered arrangements then made had again been modified on March 15 by a final order
It is remarkable that Ludendorff’? M y Wor Memories. usually so accurate and
detailed, contains no reference to this p h a r of the withdrawal.
9
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in accordance with which the main withdrawal was eventually carried
out. Through the courtesy of the Rcirhsarchrv, it is now known that
on the front of the Australians the tinal withdrawal proceeded 3s
follows.
The front line facing the Australians was fully held by infantry
until 1.30 a.m. on hiarch 17 (second marching day), although half
the artillery had been withdrawn behind R.111 two days before and
the remaiiiing half, except a few guns, had gone by midnight on the
16th. A t I 30 on the 17th the main garrisons witlidrew,b6 but left
patrols of their own troops to keep up the appearance of occupation
by fir’iFg rifles and mach;ne-gunsa6 at intervals and throwing flares
until just before dawn.
I n order to safeguard the 4th Guard
Division in its diflicult task of withdrawing through Eapaume, half
the support battalion of the 5th Guard Grenadier manned the trenches
about the ramparts of Bapauine a t 1.30 am., and held on there until
3.30.87 Moreover all the patrols o f the $uard Reserve Corps 111 the
front line had been made strong enough to hold their own till 3.30
a.m. against enemy patrols o f some strength.”
They then retired
through the rear-guard detachments which were defending, not the
R.11 line, but a belt of wire and unfi;ished trench three-quarters of a
mile east o f Bapaume known as the R.1I.a ” or “ Barbnrossa ” line.68
Behind it were the three support battalions of each division with
their allotment of artillery holding the R.111 (Beugny-Ytres) 1iiie.cn
and tlie withdrawn front-line battalions billeted in villages close behind
it. From I I a.m. on the 17th onwards the “ Siegfried” divisions
would be in position in the Hindenburg Line.

During the operations of that morning in and ahout
Bapaume, the Australians believed that they were pressing and
hustling the enemy. Yet the Germans suffered no inconvenience except that of being cautiously but closely followed.
A summary of German records states: “ T h e enemy (;.e., I Anzac
Corps) noticed the withdrawal about 8.30 a m .
Very cautiously he
felt forward with patrols. About IO a.m. Bapaume, Kiencourt, BeauIcncourt, and Le Transloy were occupied (by the Australians) with
small forces. . . . Bapaume, besides being mined, had been set
alight in 400 different places.”
~

“ T h e right of the Guard Reserve Corps was to w t h d r a w a little earlier, i n order
to conform with the 17th Division on Its right.
WDn the 11115 Guard Grenadier Regiment, each of three companies left a strong
patrol with a machine-gun
97 They then joined the other two companies of the battalion in R 111.
ea Approximately the line of villages Favreuil-Bancourt-Hapliilcourt-Barastre.
* I n a divisional sector (that of the 1st Guard Reserve Division) tlie heavy motordrawn batteries bad retired beyund the Hindenburg Line between h h r c h I I and 13,
the 5 9-inch howitzers between March 1 4 and 16 T\\o hntteries of j x n c h long
range guns mithdrew behind the R I11 line on the 5th and 9th of March respec
tively
The equivalent of a British hrigade of field artillery and one battery ot
5 9-inch howitzers withdrew behind R 111 on March 15, forming the main artillerj
of the divisional rear-guard. The rest of the artillery reinaineil coveiing the front
line until the night of March 16. when it withdrew before midnight. the heavy
batteries retiring behind the Hindenburg Line and the field artillery going temporarily into billets behind R I I I (at Demicourt).
Six field-guns remained until
1.30 a m . on the 17th. keeping up a lively fire by shonting off their spaie ammuni.
tion. They then withdrrw. leaving the fire to he taken up by the guns covering
the rear-guard detachment in the Barbarossa Line, and by the batteries covering
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Some critics have held that the British command and staff
are much to blame for not having shattered the German
movement either at this or at some other
stage.
A former officer of the German Army,
criticism
for example, Rudolf Binding, has written :‘Io
It is an eternal shame for the English that this operation cost us
no losses.

By the French Army any opportunity of turning it to
advantage was missed for the reason that Nivelle, although
warned by the French Intelligence service as well as by the
British, refused to believe that the movement would extend
to his front. Haig, on the other hand, was convinced as to
the enemy’s intention. But though many British officers and
men felt that either before or during the retirement there must
be moments when they might catch the enemy “ standing on
cne foot,” and when a strong timely thrust would upset him,
yet neither Haig nor his army commanders were attracted
by the notion of rushing i n ; and study of this and other
planned withdrawals during the Great War will probably
induce the reader to support Haig’s view. H e believed-and
the events already described justify his belief-that under the
conditions of the Western Front the only effective method of
attacking the enemy before or during withdrawal, as at other
times, was that of “ full dress ” assault after careful artillery
preparation. If the withdrawal was to be turned to advantage,
such an attack must be delivered immediately before or at the
moment of withdrawal-that
is, during those days or hours
in which the enemy’s defensive organisation was weakened
by the retirement of part of his artillery or infantry.
But the hours when this weakening would occur must be
discovered either through circumstantial evidence obtained bv
observation and patrolling, or through direct statements from
prisoners, captured documents, or spies. Patrols, however,
no matter how brave and clever, and even if supported by the
most perfect system of communication and intelligence, could
hardly hope to discover-and in fact never did discover-a
decrease of the German strength in time to permit of a “ full
dress ” attack being prepared before the enemy had withdrawn.
‘OIn A F a t ~ l i ~att War, p I52
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The only sure sign for which they could seek was some change
due to the withdrawal of part of his infantryT1-either main
garrison or rear parties.
The original withdrawal on February 23rd had not been
expected and, despite good patrolling. was not followed by
the Australians for nearly forty-eight hours. But from that
moment a continuance of the withdrawal was expected. I f ,
therefore, it is a feasible military task to discover such a
movement in time to harass it or turn it into disaster, the
opportunity now occurred. The efforts of the Australian
patrols became increasingly tense. In spite of this, the retirement of March 11th-12th was not discovered until nearly
twenty-four hours after the main German garrison had withdrawn. On the night preceding the final withdrawal of March
I;th, according to a report of the 2nd Division, several Australian scouts actually lay under the wire-entanglements of
the R.11 line, “ so anxious were the men that the enemy should
not get away without our knowing it.” O n that occasion the
Australians never really lost touch with the enemy’s covering
troops, and both then and on March 12th they were much
before any iieighbouring units in discovering the movement.
But even 011 March 17th the enemy’s main garrison had gone
some hours before the suspicions of the Australian scouts were
generally reported.
The change which was then observed
was caused by the departure, not of the main garrison, but
of the last German patrols. It was detected almost at once;
but at so late a stage the inforniation could lead to no useful
action beyond that of closely following with light forces the
German retirement.
These results were not unexpected by the British staff ;ra
indeed, it was upon a full realisation of these very difficulties
by General White in 1915 that the plans for the evacuation
of Anzac and Suvla had been based. I t was, of course, just
possible that prisoners, documents, or spies might have disclosed the date and hour of the withdrawal in time for a
full dress attack to be prepared and to be launched when
I‘

71 Signs of a wthdrawal of artillery were much too vague to permit of immediate
discovery of the movement.
“ F o r example, after a staff exercise of the 4th (British) Division in March
I ~ I J , Colonel J. E. Edmonds (n:w
Brig.-General Sir James Edmonds. Official
Historian of the B.E.F.) wrote:
With modern arms a force can withdraw or
break off a battle, any time it likes; during daylight by a sacrifice of a small ;art;
at night without any loss whatsoever.”
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the enemy’s artillery was withdrawing. This information, however, did not arrive. The utmost, therefore, that Haig and
his army commanders could do was to arrange for the delivery
of such attacks at the earliest possible moment. Many British
officers expected that Haig, when the Germans were first discovered to be retiring, would at once strike with the southern
flank of Allenby’s Third Army against the northern hinge of
the movement.
That measure was indeed mooted, but was
rejected upon Allenby’s representing that, to be effective, it
must take a form practically identical with his impending
Arras-Vimy offensive, which it was most undesirable to
disturb, and which could not be launched in full force until
April 8th. The Fifth Army, on the other hand, although its
original plans were dislocated, was free to strike as soon as
an assault on the enemy’s new line could be prepared. This
it did twice with success, disturbing the enemy’s plan, although
the effect was minimised through the Germans twice avoiding
by retreat Gough’s projected major blow73to which these two
strokes were intended to be preliminary.
What other fully prepared action the Fifth Army could
have taken is not easy to discover. There remained the
possibility of attacking the enemy at those moments at which
alone a less fully prepared attack had some chance of success.
This could be only when the German line was held by light
rear parties immediately after the main garrison and artillery
had withdrawn. By a lucky conjecture, based on the cancelled German orders, the 2nd Australian Division guessed
approximately the time of the final German withdrawal, and
if Generals Gellibrand and Smith had been allowed to make
their attempt at 3 o’clock on the 17th, as they desired, their
column would have been faced only by the strong patrols left
behind by the departing garrison with orders to hold out until
3.30. I t is possible that some of these might have been
captured and passing alarm caused, although the darkness
would have limited the result. The rear-guard, farther back,
could not have been broken through, and sharp losses might
have been suffered.
That interesting experiment had remained unmade. The
British action throughout, therefore, was confined to the
“That IS, the attack projected by the Fifth Army, first against the defences of
Loupart Wood, and later against the R.11 line.
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delivery of formal attacks whenever time was sufficient for
their preparation, and to keeping touch with the enemy, following him closely but cautiously with forces as light as
possible, passing the remainder into reserve and steadily proceeding with preparation for the Arras offen~ive.~‘
This cautious policy was justified. It is true that there
were many temptations to take greater risks.
Australian
commanders knew that the Germans, retiring at their chosen
time, could easily baffle small scouting parties, refusing to fire
on them until they were close at hand and then driving then1
off without disclosing more than a few machine-gun posts.
Under disciplined control the enemy might even refuse to fire
at probing aeroplanes, and the only means of making him
immediately show whether his line was held strongly or by weak
posts might be to make a show of a more powerful advance
on a wide front, in which case all the German posts would
probably open fire.
This method entailed risk of incurring
losses, but such risk is inseparable from war, and, with Australian troops, always ready to take a risk for a worthy object,
a policy of merely avoiding loss would have involved sheer
waste of their finest quality. What was required was that
risk should not be incurred except when the object was worth
it and all possible care had been taken to ensure success.
During the German withdrawal a less patient attitude than
Haig’s would probably have led, as did Gellibrand’s attacks
on Malt Trench, to severe casualties at the hands of a
few German machine-gunners without any compensating
a d ~ a n t a g e . ’ ~ There emerges the interesting conclusion that
Zeki Bey and his Turkish colleagues at Anzac were right:’e
that an opponent’s carefully pre-planned withdrawal from a
strongly-held trench-line does not-even
if expected and
eagerly watched for-offer
a favourable opportunity for
hastily attacking him, and that the most that can effectively
be done is to “ make a demonstration ” and follow cautiously.
Without a lucky accident, it is probably impossible to discover
the critical moment of a well-arranged enemy ~ i t h d r a w a 1 . l ~
74 Certain precautions which Haig thought necessary against possible counter.
attack in Flanders are, however, more difficult to lustifp. See pp. 138-9.
16 The German losses in these were certainly insignihcant.
T8Sce Vol. I I p 9 0 4 .
n T h e moral hrawn from these operations by General Gough and his staff was:
“A few men with machine-guns posted behind good wire-entanglements will hold up
the attack of an army until the wire has been cut. Cutting the wire entails bringing
up guns and ammunition. which causes delay, and makes rapid advance very difficult.”
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The direct results of the exceptional foreknowledge gained
through the premature withdrawal of February 23rd were,
therefore, insignificant. The indirect results
Nivelle
are more difficult to measure. The considerand H a i g
able saving of divisions and of artillery which
Haig effected by thinning out his line as soon as the operation
began, and their transfer to the area of the coming offensive,
were doubtless facilitated by his understanding of the plan.
.4 less ponderable effect was that upon his relations with
Nivelle, which, i n the three weeks of the retirement, suffered
a double crisis. Allusion has already been madeT8 to Haig’s
refusal to swallow the whole of Nivelle’s plan so far as it
concerned the English. Haig did not realise the exasperation
which this refusal caused. When difficulties arose, as, for
example, through the congestion of the Nord railway, which
threatened to render it impossible for the British offensive at
Ai ras to be punctually undertaken, he found Nivelle anxious
to meet his views; the cordial manner of the French commander at these interviews gave him no hint that Nivelle
considered that he was being thwarted by the British
xmmander’s independence, but Nivelle expressed to his
Government views which he Rad not the strength to express
to Haig.
At this juncture, Nivelle being apparently unablc to ensure
the service of trains that had been promised,’9 Haig, as Nivelle
had previously done,so appealed to his Government, and a
second conference was arranged, to take place on February
26th at Calais. This meeting, at which the railway difficulty
was at once referred to a committee of experts, gave to Lloyd
George an opportunity to attempt the settlement of a much
more important question-that
of the supreme command of
the Allies on the Western Front.
It seems certain that
Lloyd George had heard from the French Government of
Nivelle’s complaints that Haig would not concur in certain
proposals, and in this trouble Lloyd George strongly synipathised with the French.
His natural lack of sympathy
See pp. 11-12.
‘sThis congestion endangered even the regular supply of the front. On February
a representations hy Malor General Sir Eric Geddes. Director-General of Transportation. had been laud befoie Nivelle, u h o appointed a commrssion of general staff
and engineers to deal with the matter. but trouble continued, and Geddes informed
Haig that there was danger of complete breakdown.
‘OBefore the Conference in London on Jan 1 5 - 1 6 (see p. 1 2 )
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with Haig's qualities has already been referred to.81 H e did
not believe Haig capable of directing to full advantage the
British effort in the field, and wished to see that power
transferred to a leader of quicker and more imaginative intelligence.
H e sympathised with the desire of the French
Government and people to achieve unity of aim by having the
British Army placed under the French Commander-in-Chief.
It has, indeed, been freely suggested that he hoped that Haig,
if the change was forced upon him, would resign.
I t was
almost certain, however, that the open supersession of Haig
would have caused a crisis in the British nation, the army,
and .the Cabinet.
These circumstances led Lloyd George to take one of the
rashest steps of his careersz-the rushing through of this
change in the command. Without the presence of Sir
William
the British War Cabinet on February
24th decided that the British armies in France should be
placed under Nivelle, forming an army group similar to the
three other great groups (of the French Army) on the
Western Front ; but neither this decision nor the communications with the French which preceded and followed it were
disclosed to Haig or Robertson, who thus came to the Calais
meeting on February 26th in entire ignorance of what was
intended.
The French delegates, on the other hand, were
aware that the matter would be raised, but at the meeting,
Haig being present, Nivelle denied that there had been any
general disagreement with him.
I t was only on being
pressed by the British Prime Minister that he produced a
scheme already prepared by which the British Expeditionary
Force would be placed under his command as far as operations were concerned, and his orders to the several British
armies were to be issued, not through Haig, but direct through
a British chief-of-the-staff working at G.Q.G. This proposal
came as a surprise and a shock to Haig and Robertson, and,
as Lloyd George afterwards explained to them, went beyond
the British War Cabinet's intention ; but, after a tussle lasting
till next day, a less far-reaching agreement was arrived at,
P . 13.
UFor evidence of its rashness see p+fi 409-9. 548-51.
"Chief of the Imperial General Staff. H e had k e n told that his presence war

'1

not necessary.
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binding Haig to act under Nivelle’s orders during the impending
offensive, unless those orders seemed to imperil unduly the
British Army.84 In that case Haig must report his divergent
action, and the reason for it, to the British Government.
Thus in thirty-six hours a settlement, such as it was, had
been hurried through, placing the British Army, and with it
the Australian and other dominion forces in France, under
the new French leader. Its success obviously depended upon
Nivelle having the confidence of the troops and commanders
of both armies, a condition rendered impossible-if by nothing
else-by the manner in which the reform had been inaugurated.
Only a supreme crisis could have justified such haste.
It is
true that the “ N e w Army,” both of Britain and of the
dominions, would-if
“ camp talk ” is a criterion-have
welcomed a well thought-out scheme for united control, and even
the regular army, in spite of the deeply ingrained pride of an
old and splendid service, might have suppressed its mortification if Nivelle had been a known and trusted leader, and
if the change had been frankly made. The attempt to rush
it through merely resulted in adding to the difficulties of the
moment a dangerous tension between the two commanders
and their staffs, and rendering impossible such co-operation as
had occurred throughout 1916.~’
It will be observed that this conference occurred at the
moment when the British command had discovered the
German withdrawal on part of the British front. On the day
after the meeting a further crisis was occasioned by Haig’s
receiving a letter in which Nivelle somewhat peremptorily
ordered him to proceed with the arrangements for executing
the plan already explained to him:
The first objective of the British Armies is Cambrai. .
date on which they should be ready to launch their attacks
is April 8th.

. The
. . .

Haig was possibly the only Allied commander-in-chief big
enough to overlook any purely personal diminution of his
dignity, provided that the cause of his country gained thereby.
8’

French commanders served under a similar condition in Gallipoli.

a Until this meeting at Calais, Haig was entirely unaware of any tension between

himself and Nivelle, but some evidence of Nivelle’s exasperation may have reached
Sir William Robertson, who on February 1 4 had advised Haig to settle the railway
troubles with Nivelle direct instead of referring to the Government. At the Calais
Feeting Haig poime:, out that the relations between the two armies were now
thoroughly friendly
and added that, in his opinion, the staffs at G H Q. were
more at home together than at any time in his experience in the past two years.
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But in this case he genuinely believed that his country would
be endangered by his immediate compliance with the order.
H e had already discovered strong evidence that the German
withdrawal would extend from Laon to A r r a s - o r even Lille
-and, if it did so, the situation might be totally changed.
The Germans would avoid the projected strokes by Gough’s
army and the French Northern Group. Even at Arras and
Vimy he might find himself striking a blow in the air, and,
while his reserves were uselessly committed to battle on that
front, the Germans might deliver elsewhere the counter-stroke
which he strongly suspected to be part of their plan.
It is true that there were soon observed signs that this
counter-offensive would not be launched in the region of the
German withdrawal-the
Germans would hardly be devastating a region which they intended to recapture.
But into
Belgium large German reserves were known to have been
flowing,sB and, although there were no signs of abnormal
enemy works or concentration of guns, and Haig considered
that the probabilities were against his being attacked there,
nevertheless he feared the possibility, that sector being always
a sensitive spot in the British defence. The British Expeditionary Force, he felt, could not be safe unless he secured
his flank there, and he decided to arrange rapidly to reinforce
it, if need be, by divisions saved from the Fifth Army’s front.
Subject to this, and to the necessity of diverting some of his
labour units to work upon the Ypres defences, he would for
the tiine being press on with all possible strength the preparations for his part in Nivelle’s plan. But “some reduction
(he wrote) in the scale of my preparations, or extra time to
complete them, will, I fear, be unavoidabIe, and, if the situation deveIops unfavourably for the proposed offensive, it may
become necessary to abandon it.”
H e accordingly on March 2nd addressed to the British
Government a memorandum statingOn present indications I consider that the safety of the British
armies might be gravely imperilled if I were to commit my forces
beyond recall to any enterprise which would deprive me of the power
to meet developments which appear to me possible, and perhaps even
probable. . . .

and fully explaining his reasons.

A copy of this he also

-

mThese were the troops actually sent there as a precaution against the possibility that the Dutch might declare war on Germany in consequence of the r e
opening o f the submarine campaign.
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forwarded to Nivelle on March 4tl1, together with a letter
explaining that he had delayed his answer in order to study
the possibilities arising out of the enemy’s retirement.
He
added that, pending the receipt of Nivelle’s views, he would
proceed with the Arras-Viniy preparations, but he was
doubtful whether it would now be feasible to make Cambrai
the objective or to complete the preparations by April 8th.
Nivelle did not believe that the German retirement would
extend to his front; but even if it did he saw no reason for
abandoning the main part of his plan and allowing the initiative to pass to the enemy. He pointed out ( “ quite fairly,”
as Sir William Robertson sayss7) that there was as yet no
definite evidence that the Germans would attack anywhere.
His outlook extended to the whole front, and he pointed out
that several other sectors of the Allies’ line were as likely to
be attacked as was the British left.
It does indeed appear
that-as almost inevitably happened even with the best leaders
-Haig’s judgment had been affected by his special concern
for and knowledge of his own sector, and that on this-the
main issue between them-the
judgment of the supreme
commander was sounder than that of the sectional one.88 The
plan of the British attack, Nivelle said, could be modified to
suit the new situation, the divisions saved from Gough’s army
being used to reinforce the attack at Arras.
Less wellgrounded-and
still inexplicable to British students-was
Nivelle’s strong opposition to Haig’s project of attacking
Vimy Ridge.80
To Nivelle,/urgently pushing on with the preparations of
his great plan, the attitude of Haig appeared disobedient and
his doubts almost sacriligious. As Haig’s memorandum was
addressed to the British Government and questioned not
~~

~~

1 Soldrers and Statesmen. Vol. 11, p. 219.
Sir Henry Wilson also (sea Callwell‘s
life of him, Vol. I, p. 330) was not impressed by Ilaig’s view.
” T h e point is an important one, for in this natural tendency of all soldiers except
the supreme commander to regard with undue anxiety the particular front with
which they were concerned lay the chief reason-and full justification-for
the
ultimate adoption in 1 9 1 8 of the system of united command. Few even of the most
broadminded and intelligent leaders, whether in high or low command, could main.
tain a periect sense of proportion as to the relative importance of what was happening or threatening to happen on their own front
There were, it is true many
instances of wide breadth of view-those, for example, of Geneial Murray i n ’ Egypt
(see Vol. I I I , p. 297) and General Gouraud in Gallipoli (Vol. 11. note ut 9. 4 3 9 ) .
Gouraud’s attitude, however. was afterwards modified.
In general it was found
that only a supreme commander could maintain fair and constant judgment as to
the needs of various sectors of an extensive front.
m Haig wisely insisted upon this, first, to protect his flank in the offensive and.
second, because the German withdrawal was unllkely to extend to this valuable
position.
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merely the details of the plan, but the practicability of the
whole offensive, Nivelle passed his copy of it to the French
Government with the not unnatural request that it should
insist with the British Cabinet upon Haig’s being brought to
heel.
A third conference was accordingly arranged, this
time in London on March 12th and 13th. Immediately before
the meeting some attempt was made to get Nivelle to press
for Haig’s dismissal, but he indignantly refused.e0 Instead,
under the wise guidance of the French Minister for War,
General Lyautey, the two commanders discussed their personai
difference-as
to the manner in which Nivelle’s orders to
Haig should be phrased and communicated.
Nivelle abandoned the right, which he apparently believed the Calais
agreement to have given him, of addressing operation orders
to Haig in the same form in which he might send them to
ccmmanders of French army groups.e1 In return, Haig
definitely agreed to work under Nivelle during the coming
offensive on condition that he was treated with the respect
which, if Nivelle and his chief-of-staff had been wiser, would
have been accorded to him from the finkea The personal
difficulty-which impresses the layman as rather trivial, and
which was probably in part the result of strained nerves-was
thus settled.
The British representative whom Nivelle
required on his staff was forthwith
As for Vimy,
Haig insisted that he “ could not modify his arrangements to
please anyone”; and his objectione4 to advancing at Arras
and leaving Viniy Ridge unattacked on his flank was so
obviously sound that an explanation of it secured Lyautey’s
agreement. The date for the British attack was fixedApril 8th ; the French offensive would be launched
immediately after. Before returning to France, Nivelle
Y Lord Hasg, by Sir George Arthur, p. 119.
olBy that agreement, as interpreted by Sir William Robertson, Haig had beeu
bound “ to obey Nivelle’s order like a French commander,” although both the Secretary of State for W a r and Robertson himself tried afterwards to soften for Haig
this hard fact.
The appropriate form for the orders was a matter for tact and
discretion, and in this N i y l l e blundered.
the British Army and its Comman+r-in-Chief will he
Haig stipulated that
regarded by General Nivelle as Allies. and not as subordinates, except during the
coming offensive.
Nivelle agreed.
Even afterwards !IM attitudf, was not always
w i s e - o n e of his later orders contained the phrase
I insist, hut no trouble
resulted.
‘1 I n the letter of February 27, to which Haig had objected, Nivelle had required
him to appoint to this position Lieutenant-General Sir Henry Wilson. with certain
other British officers as assistants.
The giving of such instructions a s to personnel
was undoubtedly beyond the rights conferred upon Nivelle at the Calais conference.
Haig now, however, agreed to Wilson’s appointment.
Y This objection had also been strongly raised by the army commanders concerned.
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received confirmation of Haig’s warning as to the retirement
of the Germans: in front of the Northern Group of the French
Armies, commanded by General Franchet d’EspBrey, it was
already beginning.
Thus ended the crisis in the command so far as it directly
concerned the British.
But, by a strange reversal of circumstances, the French commander. to whom Lloyd George
had subjected the forces of Great Britain and of the dominions
had now begun to lose the confidence of the French. It was
not only Haig who had been warning Nivelle of the impending
dislocation of the offensive.
General Franchet d’EspBrey,
whose group of armies was to attack at Roye on the left of
the main offensive, had been vainly urging similar views. On
March 7th Nivelle gave way to the extent of laying down,
against the event of withdrawal, a policy similar to Haig’s:
the Germans would be followed energetically, but by light
forces, the divisions there set free being transferred for
throwing against the enemy elsewhere, preferably east of
Rheims. Franchet d’EspBrey was authorised to advance the
date of the Roye offensive first to March Igth,g6 and later,
when Nivelle heard that the retirement had begun, to March
17th. But, when d’Esp6rey struck, he found the Germans
already gone.
During the next fortnight, while the Allies followed the
Germans across the destroyed zone, the world resounded with
the fury aroused in the French nation by the devastation of
this area. Not that the enemy had exceeded his rights under
military law-a
legal case could possibly be made out for
every item of the demolition; but, with their usual inability
to gauge the effect of their actions upon other peoples, and
despite the entreaties of the group-commander (Crown Prince
Rupprecht) himself, the German command had not only
destroyed billets, roads, and avenues, but had sawed down
fruit trees, even those trained against orchard walls.
The
Australians found farm implements broken up by small
charges of explosive and the woodwork of houses destroyed.
The desolation in PBronne had been surmounted with the
insulting notice, painted on a large board: “ D o not be
annoyed-only
wonder !’’98 These stupid military excesses,
Os

It was to be preceded by thirty-slx hours’ bombardment.
‘’ Nicht argern, nur wundern.”
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as to which German histories are mostly silent, resulted in
no tactical advantage, but deeply embittered the French and
even the British, further estranged neutrals, and strengthened
the legend of Teutonic brutality which so greatly harmed the
German cause both during and after the war.
Yet, while this outburst of indignation was filling the press
and the popular mind, high French military circles were being
disturbed by a different preoccupation-the swift growth uf
scepticism as to the feasibility of Nivelle's scheme. Grave
doubts had indeed existed in the mind of Lyautey, the Minister of War, before his resignation and the fall of the Briand
Ministry on March 17th; but that event and the withdrawal of
ihe Germans quickly brought them to a head.
The new
Minister of War, PainlevB, himself opposed to Nivelle's
methods, began to learn, as he himself says, " from twenty
different sides "-through
secret conimunications from staff
officers, and finally through direct questions to and answers
from Nivelle's three main subordinates, the commanders of
the groups of armies which were to make the attack-that
these leaders were now far from hopeful of success.87 The
Germans, it was said, were strengthening the front to be
attacked.
All the generals, however, appeared to believe that the
first and second lines of trenches could be taken, and that this
partial success would be preferable to the results of countermanding the attack. The Minister of War therefore tried
to induce all concerned to agree that the early stages of the
attack should be carefully prepared, and that the attempt to
go beyond them should be abandoned if the enemy's resistance,
or bad weather, created overwhelming difficulties. H e did
not, however, succeed in establishing any real unanimity.
Lad; of confidence spread so rapidly that, on April 6th-only
three days before Haig and two British armiese* were to
launch their part in the offensive required by Nivelle, and
when the British bombardment had already been begunPainlev6 and Ribot, the new Premier, met Nivelle and the
French group-commanders at Compikgne in a last desperate
"Before the German withdrawal General hlicheler, whose group was to break
through the enemy, had estimated the chances of success at 80 per cent.; now, he
said. they were 2 0 per cent
mFirst and Third. The British attack had been postponed for a day, and was
to be delivered on April 9
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effort to secure agreement between them. Little was achieved
-tempers were too strained; but on one point there was no
doubt: the French part in the offensive could not be aband ~ n e d . ~These
~
consultations were naturally undermining
Nivelle’s authority, and he offered to resign. At such a time
this step could not be contemplated; but the enthusiasm of
some of the chief participants in the coming offensive had, to
say the least, been damped.
Entirely unconscious of these unpropitious events developing in high circles, the British armies prepared for the
operations at Arras, or, with the French on their flank,
followed, from mid-March, the German forces now known
to be withdrawing to the Hindenburg Line.

88 ThGe present mere President PoincarC, Ribot (Premier). PainlevC (War Minister), and Generals Nivelle, PCtain, Franchet d’Espirey, Castlenau, and hlicheler.
~

